DAWN THE HIGHER SCHOOL & COLLEGE
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK FOR SUMMER VACATION 2017-2018
CLASS -5
NOTE: - Prepare one holiday homework and do all the work given in that notebook.
ENGLISH
LITERATURE1. Write and learn hardwords, meanings and answers of chapter 1, 2, 3.
2. Underline hardwords of chapter 6, 7. Find meanings from the dictionary and write
them in your homework notebook.
LANGUAGE-

1. Write and learn antonyms, synonyms and formation of Abstract Noun.
2. Write points on ‘How I spent my summer vacation’.
RECITATION Learn the poem ‘Leisure’.
SOCIAL STUDIES1. Do exercises of L-4, 5 of your exercise book.
2. Paste pictures of means of transport and mass communication and describe each
one of them in your scrap book.
3. Prepare a map and mark the rivers that flow in India and paste in your scrap book.
Ganga, Yamuna, Krishna, Kaveri, Brahmaputra, Indus, Godavari, Narmada, Mahanadi,
Chambal, Satluj, Beas.
SCIENCE To write and learn answers and exercises of lesson 1 and 2.

MATHEMATICS-

 Practise chapter 1 and 2. Complete chapter 1 and 2 of Mental Mathematics.
MORAL SCIENCE1. Write and learn Morning Prayer, Pledge and prayer from the Country in your
homework notebook.
2. Help three needy people around your neighbourhood and write a description how
you helped them and how you felt after helping them.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE1. To learn pages 7 to 22 from the G.K book.
2. Read newspaper daily and write three current affairs in your homework notebook.
YOGA Yoga day on 21st June. To learn ‘Surya Namaskar’.
COMPUTERPaste the pictures of Input and Output devices and write in details of each one in your
scrapbook.
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PROJECT
5TH June World Environment Day. To paste the picture of World Environment Day on a
chart paper.

